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Throughout their vast empire, the British 
formed local police forces that were staffed 
by indigenous rank and file and commanded 
by British officers. This practice was 
dictated by the need to maintain an empire 
“on the cheap” and was underpinned by a 
philosophy of indirect rule, which dominated 
British colonial thinking between the two 
world wars. It was the police that enforced 
the law that upheld colonial authority, as 
“the colonial state’s first line of contact 
with the majority of the populace.”1 As 
such, the police was the most visible public 
manifestation of colonial rule everywhere. 
It also manifested the British Empire’s 
heavy investment in maintaining the 
collaboration of specific indigenous elites 
and ethnic groups, often by integrating them 
as employees of various state apparatuses 
and institutions.2 In this regard, the Palestine 
Police resembled other such police forces 
in the empire, though it evolved over time 
so that, by the end of British rule in 1948, 
mostly British policemen staffed the force.

In the context of British Mandate 
Palestine, the Palestine Police was a unique 
colonial institution that brought together 
British, Arab, and Jewish servicemen. It 
fulfilled mundane civil police duties, but 
also stood at the frontline of the colonial 
state’s efforts to secure its rule. In doing 
so, the Palestine Police played a crucial 
role in the history of the evolving conflict 
in Palestine. Palestine’s particular security 
challenges also led its police force to 
become one of the most important and 
influential colonial forces in the entire 
British Empire.

This article explores the historiography of 
the Palestine Police. Despite its multifaceted 
historical importance, for years the Palestine 
Police generated only marginal interest 
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among scholars. The main source of information about the force had long been a 
semiofficial account written by one of its veterans. The last decade or so, however, 
has seen renewed interest in the topic, with a number of studies published that 
enrich the academic understanding of the force. This reflects a number of academic 
trends, most significantly a closing of the gap between the two fields of knowledge 
production – colonial policing and the history of Palestine – in which most previous 
studies of the Palestine Police had been carried out. This new research remains in 
its budding phase – presently, not a single academic book devoted to the Palestine 
Police has been published and there is room for much more historical inquiry. This 
article will thus trace these two arenas of knowledge production on the Palestine 
Police, surveying and evaluating the available literature, and identify remaining 
lacunae while suggesting new lines of inquiry. Before doing so, a brief introduction 
of the police and its historical significance is in order.

The Palestine Police and Its Historical Significance

The Palestine Police in the Mandate era was a semimilitary force. Its chief duty was 
to preserve law and order, quell disturbances, and patrol the borders. It carried out 
daily police work such as crime prevention and detection and traffic regulation. Its 
Criminal Investigation Department (CID) was responsible for intelligence collection. 
Established in 1920 as a small force consisting mainly of Arabs and some Jews 
under British command, the police underwent several reforms in subsequent years. 
Following its failure to control incidents of intercommunal violence in 1920 and 
1921, and due to the participation of several Arab policemen in the riots, the British 
formed a 500-strong locally-recruited gendarmerie and, in 1922, brought some 700 
former policemen from Ireland to create a separate British section of the gendarmerie. 
In 1926, the gendarmerie was disbanded and some of its men were absorbed into 
the newly established “British section” of the police, which operated alongside the 
larger  “Palestinian section.” The latter included local Jews and Arabs as well as 
small numbers of Armenians, Circassians, and other local groups who were neither 
Arab nor Jewish. Subsequent reforms following outbursts of violence such as the 
“Wailing Wall disturbances” (known in Arabic as thawrat al-Buraq and Meoraot 
Tarpat in Hebrew) led to the gradual reenlargement of the British component of the 
police. By the end of the Arab Revolt in 1939, the British made up 55 percent of the 
force, Arabs 35 percent, and Jews 10 percent – although the number of Jews and, to 
a lesser extent, Arabs were much higher if one includes the various auxiliary police 
bodies (Jewish Settlement Police, Temporary Additional Police, and Supernumerary 
Police). In the last years of the Mandate, it was Jewish insurgency that preoccupied 
the police and prompted the formation of special anti-insurgency units and further 
reinforcement from Britain: by 1947, the police’s strength reached nine thousand, of 
whom 62 percent were British.3
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An examination of the police presents a unique opportunity to consider the 
interaction between Arabs, Jews, and Britons in Mandate Palestine. Against the 
background of the emerging national struggle in Palestine, the force allowed for 
cooperation between individuals from communities in conflict. But – like other 
police forces elsewhere in the British Empire – the Palestine Police did not develop 
in insulation from the surrounding political environment. Its activities were both 
affected by and shaped events: indigenous rank and file often trod a fine line between 
professional commitment and loyalty to their comrades, on the one hand, and 
communal and national allegiances, on the other. 

The Palestine Police deserves scholarly attention for other reasons as well. First, 
after the withdrawal of British troops in 1921, it became the main mechanism of colonial 
control and remained so until the 1936–39 revolt. Therefore, no full examination of 
British rule in Palestine and its interaction with local society can ignore the police. 
Second, the study of the police can shed light on a number of interrelated issues, such 
as patterns and perceptions of crime and lawbreaking, prison administration and the 
experience of imprisonment, and the criminal justice system and legal structures of the 
Mandate in general – all understudied in the context of Palestine. Third, the Palestine 
Police had a major impact on police forces and counterinsurgency methods around 
the British Empire. From the mid-1930s, Palestine served as the training grounds 
for British policemen and officers who then were stationed in many corners of the 
British Empire. In fact, the “Palestine Model” of policing was implemented in diverse 
countries such as Cyprus, Kenya, Malaya, and to some extent even in the United 
Kingdom.4 Fourth, for the Jewish community of Palestine, the institution of the police 
force served as an important instrument in the preparations for statehood and fed the 
creation of the post-mandate Israel Police, whose nucleus in 1948 was formed by 700 
former members of the Palestine Police. As such, the study of the Mandate’s police 
can contribute significantly to the understanding of Israel’s state-formation process.

Edward Horne’s A Job Well Done (1982), however, remains the only book 
exclusively dedicated to the Palestine Police.5 This quasi-official history records the 
force’s evolution, its structure, methods of training, recruitment, investigation, and 
intelligence-gathering abilities. Despite its admiring and somewhat nostalgic tone, this 
book remains a standard work of reference for the study of the Palestine Police. Horne 
himself contributed to the study of the police as the longtime chair of the Palestine 
Police Old Comrades Association. In 2002, Horne donated the entire archives of the 
association – a rich source that includes publications (primarily the association’s long-
running newsletter) and internal correspondence – to the Middle East Center Archive 
(MECA) at St. Antony’s College, Oxford, where they are available to researchers. 
Academic studies on the Palestine Police force began in the mid-1970s, and were 
conducted within the frameworks of two separate fields: colonial policing on the one 
hand, and the history of Mandate Palestine, on the other. There was limited interface 
between these two areas of scholarship, and the respective developments within them 
shaped the study of the Palestine Police. 
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Imperial Policing

The literature on colonial policing developed from Charles Jeffries’s pioneering 
attempt to examine British colonial policing as a whole.6 Jeffries, a former Colonial 
Office senior official, wrote his book when colonial policing was an ongoing reality 
and his own experience is clearly reflected in the book’s narrative. With the end of 
empire, however, an academic field began to emerge and the late 1970s and 1980s 
saw the publication of histories of particular forces, exploring the colonial state’s 
notions of crime and punishment and how it imposed them on indigenous populations 
to maintain social and political order.7 

The early 1990s saw the evolution of colonial policing into a distinct field of 
scholarship. David Anderson and David Killingray’s coedited volumes Policing the 
Empire (1991) and Policing and Decolonisation (1992) represent the first concentrated 
effort to critically reexamine assumptions about colonial police forces; in the second 
volume, the Palestine Police and its role suppressing the 1936–39 revolt constitute one 
of the case studies.8 By offering a comparative approach, the studies demonstrate how 
illuminating the investigation of colonial police forces can be to the understanding 
of colonialism and decolonization, ethnic conflict and racial relations, and state and 
society dynamics. Anderson and Killingray start off by casting doubt on Jeffries’s 
influential thesis that the Irish police served as the model for British colonial policing 
elsewhere. A number of colonial police forces, they indicated, differed widely from 
this alleged model.

Instead of a common point of origin in Ireland, Anderson and Killingray define 
colonial policing according to several common patterns in its development. For one, 
colonial policing was characterized by the inherent tension between the semimilitary 
mission of the police and the aspiration toward civil policing. The failure to make the 
police more “civil” was partly the result of the poor standing of European policemen 
vis-à-vis local society. Qualified volunteers were hard to come by and personnel 
rarely reached the standards set by the Colonial Office. A particular problem was 
the recruitment of reliable local rank and file, as many colonized subjects opposed 
the colonial state and did not want to serve it. Many forces were demoralized, 
undisciplined, and suffered difficult conditions including low wages and the hostility of 
the societies they policed. Race, too, was a critical element in every aspect of policing. 
Officers were for the most part white and local rank and file had only limited prospects 
of advancement into the officer corps. The British tended to look down upon their 
indigenous recruits, and never fully trusted their loyalty to the force.

Of particular relevance to the study of the Palestine Police is this literature’s 
emphasis on decolonization as a turning point in the history of the police. After 
World War II, colonial police forces were tasked with executing the process of 
decolonization, which was rarely peaceful. Emergency measures instituted to help 
“keep the peace” gave the police enhanced powers that some individuals exploited 
and abused. The emergence of anti-colonial movements further complicated the lives 
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of local policemen: servicemen often sympathized with the national struggle and were 
reluctant to act against their brethren; meanwhile, many anti-colonial movements 
deliberately targeted policemen, who were seen as collaborators. Colonial powers 
therefore had to evaluate the strength of their local policemen’s loyalties and calculate 
how far indigenous forces could be trusted. Where they could not, colonial powers 
called in the military, though by doing so they further damaged the legitimacy of their 
rule. In Palestine, too, from the 1936 Arab Revolt through the Jewish insurgency of 
the 1940s, the police was caught in this uncertain colonial dynamic that oscillated 
between domination and retreat.9

Over the last decade or so, interest in the field of colonial policing has grown in 
ways that are reflected in more recent studies of the Palestine Police. Scholars have 
used the police as a lens to consider the imperial histories of specific colonies,10 

while a more recent development, undoubtedly spurred by the type of transnational 
approach that is currently in vogue, examines colonial policing in a global context 
and offers a comparative look across empires. This literature has set out to reexamine 
or reevaluate global phenomena, such as decolonization and the Cold War, while 
other efforts in this vein have placed the legal and tactical aspects of the U.S.-led 
“global war on terror” in a longer genealogy of imperial counterinsurgency.11 In the 
recent edited volume Colonial Policing and the Transnational Legacy, for example, 
scholars of policing in different empires join historians of the Portuguese Empire to 
offer comparative observations.12

Despite this growing body of literature on colonial policing, the topic is still by 
and large confined to institutional and political histories that engage the perspectives 
of colonial authorities. Thus, British, French, or Portuguese designs, motivations, 
attitudes, limitations, actions, and impact constitute the focus of inquiry. As Robert 
Bickers asserts, though historians of colonialism have more recently turned their 
attention to non-elite colonialists, “we still have very few studies of the British 
or any other nation’s ‘servants of empire’ . . . the other ranks of empire work are 
obscurer still.”13 In studies of policing in the British Empire, senior officers rather 
than constables dominate. If locally recruited policemen earn attention at all, it is 
only through British eyes and based on British documents. With rare exceptions 
– Bickers’s work prominent among them – what is still largely missing is an attempt 
to reconstruct the experience of the rank and file, both indigenous and European, in 
order to fully come to grips with the experience of serving in the colonial police.14

Until the 2000s, relatively few scholars interested in colonial policing took the 
Palestine Police as their case study – perhaps because it, like other Middle Eastern 
territories, was a relatively late addition to the British Empire, and then only as a 
League of Nations Mandate.15 Scholars such as Tom Bowden, David Clark, Charles 
Townshend, and Charles Smith focused on the political and military aspects of 
policing.16 Their main subjects of inquiry are the British policemen, and their 
commanders and superiors in Jerusalem and London. They based their research 
exclusively on British sources. In the early 2000s, Gad Kroizer drew attention to police 
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reforms that reshaped the Palestine Police in the 1930s, and in particular the system of 
fortified police stations – an effort recommended by and named after Charles Tegart, 
a British official with long experience in the colonial police in India.17

More recently, Georgina Sinclair’s work has contributed significantly to the field 
of colonial policing and decolonization, as well as to the study of the Palestine Police. 
Sinclair analyzes colonial policing as a general phenomenon, substantiating her 
arguments with reference to specific forces, and argues that from the mid-1940s on, 
the Palestine Police served as a model for other forces dealing with mounting colonial 
crises.18 Despite its many virtues, however, Sinclair’s study is limited to the British 
sector of the police and all her sources are in English; Arab and Jewish policemen 
remain largely absent from the analysis. What is also notable is that Sinclair adopts 
and adapts Jeffries’s “Irish thesis” – Palestine received the torch of colonial policing 
and became the new model after World War II. 

Thus, despite challenges from Anderson and Killingray and more recently from 
Seán William Gannon,19 the “Irish model” thesis remains, in a modified form, in 
much of the literature on the Palestine Police.20 This is in no small part due to the 
large Irish contingent in the Palestine Police, and especially the recruitment of former 
members of the Royal Irish Constabulary and its auxiliary forces into the Palestine 
Gendarmerie, beginning in the early 1920s. Gannon and Richard Cahill, in particular, 
have examined the role and conduct of the Irish contingent in the force from its arrival 
in Palestine until the disbanding of the gendarmerie in 1926 (in the case of Gannon) 
or the end of the Mandate (in the case of Cahill).21

Matthew Hughes is among the most active and productive scholars in the broader 
field of colonial policing, including counterinsurgency operations. Significantly, he 
consults Arabic and Hebrew sources side by side with English ones, and draws on 
a number of oral and written testimonies from rank-and-file servicemen as well as 
those of Palestinians at the receiving end of British enforcement. In doing so, Hughes 
paints a revealing picture (and at times an unsettling and shocking one) of the day 
to day routine of colonial policing, with an emphasis on the human fallibility of the 
policemen – their heavy drinking habits, racist attitudes toward the locals, brutal 
behavior, and abuse of their positions.22 His work unveils cases of torture and killing, 
behavior partly facilitated and legitimized, sometimes even encouraged, by practices 
of collective punishment instituted by the British in the 1920s, draconian emergency 
regulations instituted in the late 1930s, and senior officials’ tendency to turn a blind 
eye throughout the Mandate period. These findings are in keeping with recent studies 
on British colonial policing, most notably in Kenya, that exposed hitherto unknown 
(or more accurately undocumented) British atrocities.23 This conduct, Hughes claims, 
was also adopted by the Israeli state in its relations with its Arab population after 
1948.24 The continuity of British counterinsurgency in Palestine with its practices in 
other territories, as well as with Israeli methods, is a subject also elaborated by Laleh 
Khalili, who identifies Palestine as “a crucial node” in the networks that transmitted 
colonial policing practices across time and space.25
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History of the Mandate

Meanwhile, until recently, historians of British Mandate Palestine tended to overlook the 
role of the police. The literature on British Palestine or the Yishuv (the pre-state Jewish 
community in Palestine) refers to the police only in passing, usually when dealing with 
outbursts of violence in 1920, 1921, 1929, 1936–39, and 1946–48. Martin Kolinsky 
was the first historian of the Palestine Mandate to examine closely the role of the police 
in enforcing law and order. However, his book deals with only the first years of the 
Mandate, ending on the eve of the Arab Revolt, the main challenge for the force.26 Muhsin 
Muhammad Salih’s book is the only work in Arabic to explore the role of the police (as 
well as the military) in implementing and enforcing British policy in Palestine. Based 
on British archives compounded by press reports and memoirs in Arabic, Salih focuses 
mainly on operational aspects and especially on the suppression of the Arab Revolt.27 

A number of works address the role of the police during the Jewish insurgency pre-
1948, whether in contributing to or attempting to suppress militant Zionist activities. In 
the twilight days of the Mandate, as both Jewish insurgency and British counterinsurgency 
intensified, David Cesarani describes how members of the newly established “special 
squads” abused their authority and murdered a member of the Lehi (Stern Gang), a case 
later covered up by the British authorities.28 Similarly, Bruce Hofmann details the British 
authorities’ struggle with the radical Jewish organizations Irgun and Lehi in the last 
decade of the Mandate, putting special emphasis on the counterinsurgency operations of 
the police as well as the army and the work of the CID in gathering intelligence on what 
the British saw as a terrorist movement.29 Eldad Harouvi, having uncovered the CID’s 
hitherto unknown files at the Haganah archive in Tel Aviv, uses these to detail the history 
of the CID, focusing especially on its pursuit of Jewish insurgents in the 1940s.30 Yoav 
Gelber and Joshua Caspi, meanwhile, show how Jewish policemen collected intelligence 
for the Haganah and Caspi also examines the transformation from the Mandate police 
to Israel’s police force.31

More recent histories of Mandate Palestine’s police are also in keeping with a broader 
shift away from diplomatic history of the Mandate and its high politics, with its related 
emphasis on the geopolitics of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and toward histories that examine 
specific institutions, groups, and individuals to shed light on broader social and cultural 
dynamics. These social and cultural histories have tended to do away with the “dual 
society” model that had for many years dominated the study of Palestine.32 This approach 
assumed limited interaction between Arab and Jewish communities in Palestine, mainly 
in the context of the national conflict, and regarded communal identities as natural and 
fixed, rather than constructed within a complex set of relations, forces, and circumstances. 
An alternative methodology borrows from Perry Anderson’s concept of “relational 
history.”33 Questioning the somewhat simplistic Arab-Jewish binary juxtaposition, scholars 
used relational history to explore interactions between national communities, as well as 
within each group, taking into account factors such as religion, class, gender, and ethnic 
identity or country of origin in the formation of complex webs of identification.34 The 
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relational model does not negate the centrality of a national conflict between Jews and 
Arabs, but it does not view these categories or the conflict as static, but as dynamic, 
reconfigured through interactions between and within these groups, as well as with other 
forces, such as the British. This approach has been influential even for works that do not 
explicitly employ the relational model, but nevertheless seek to move away from national 
narratives.35 Study of the Palestine Police – an institution that allowed for a considerable 
degree of cooperation between British, Arabs, and Jews – is well suited to this growing 
tendency among historians of Palestine.

Perhaps the most significant development for those interested in studying the Palestine 
Police from a cultural or social history perspective came with the initiative of Eugene 
Rogan, director of the Middle East Center at St. Antony’s College, to make MECA 
a major source of material on the subject. Shortly after receiving the records of the 
Palestine Police Old Comrades Association, MECA also negotiated access to thousands 
of personnel files of Palestine policemen that had previously been kept by the British 
National Archives in a remote warehouse. No less significant, Professor Rogan initiated 
and coordinated the Palestine Police Oral History Project carried out in Britain, the West 
Bank, Lebanon, and Israel.36 Four research teams contacted and interviewed veterans 
– British, Arab, and Jewish – and the recordings of these interviews were placed with 
MECA. The preliminary findings were presented at the annual meeting of the Middle 
East Studies Association of North America (MESA) in 2007 in a panel dedicated to the 
Palestine Police. Subsequently, a number of Palestine Police veterans donated their private 
papers to MECA. As a result, for the first time there is a central archive that hosts a vast 
array of sources relating to the Palestine Police.

Anthropologist Efrat Ben-Ze’ev was perhaps the first to publish material from the 
Oral History project. Studying memories of the 1948 war and the events leading up 
to it, she examines the testimonies of British policemen, which she then compares to 
those of Palestinian Arab villagers forced from their homes and Jewish-Israeli veterans 
who fought in the war.37 In doing so, she puts a human face on the policemen, allowing 
them to explain the way they saw their service in Palestine – even if, by comparison 
with Hughes’s research, for example, their views are largely nostalgic, omitting the 
violence that he documents. Hagit Krik also dedicates a large part of her recent doctoral 
dissertation to British policemen and their everyday experiences in Mandate Palestine. 
Her socio-cultural analysis focuses on the rank and file and emphasizes class and 
race to expose the policemen’s low position in the British colonial hierarchy, their 
habits and routines, the conditions of their accommodation, and attitude toward the 
communities they policed. These works’ attention to the (British) rank and file is a 
welcome development.38

Also drawing on the MECA collection, as well as other newly available British sources, 
John L. Knight offers a fresh look at the police, its development during the Mandate, and 
its performance. He takes issue with earlier literature that stressed the police’s failure to 
protect the Jewish community in Palestine, emphasizing (though perhaps pushing the 
argument too far and downplaying other considerations) that the security policy was 
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consistent with the government’s facilitation of the Jewish National Home policy and 
protecting the Jewish community.39 He convincingly demonstrates the contribution of 
this policy to the Zionist state-building project, especially during the Arab Revolt. More 
recently, Knight used police charge registers from Haifa and Petah Tikvah to examine 
the interactions of Jewish and Arab communities with Jewish and Arab policemen. In 
doing so, he shows that post-1929 police reforms, though they may not have resulted in 
lasting improvement in the force’s legitimacy, had a real impact on perceptions of the 
police with regard to the resolution of quotidian issues.40 

A number of recent works address the role of Jewish policemen in particular. Rivka 
Itzhak-Harel explores the connection between the Jewish Agency and the police following 
the Arab Revolt, offering a social analysis of Jewish policemen in the force.41 Lior 
Yohanani, meanwhile, examines relations between Jewish and British members of the 
force based on oral testimonies of Israeli veterans together with documents from the 
Israel archives. As he rightly acknowledges, his portrayal of the nature of British-Zionist 
collaboration in the police awaits substantiation through comparing his evidence with 
that gleaned from British and Arab sources.42 

Although relatively few works shed light on the Arab members of the Palestine Police 
compared to scholarship on the British and even Jewish components of the force, even 
in this respect one can see positive developments. The late Adel Yahya, who oversaw the 
collection of oral histories with policemen in the West Bank, published initial findings 
from these accounts.43 Mansour Nasasra, in a chapter of his book about the relations 
between state and tribe in the Naqab/Negev in addition to several articles, analyzes how 
the police operated in the desert of Palestine. Nasasra compares oral history he collected 
among former Bedouin police with the testimony of the British assistant district officer 
who served there, in addition to written evidence held in state archives. These different 
perspectives allow him to stress the limitation of British control and the large degree of 
tribal autonomy in Palestine’s periphery.44

Alex Winder’s recent doctoral dissertation fills a major lacuna in the literature on the 
Palestine Police given its detailed analysis of Arab servicemen, not to mention several 
other neglected aspects.45 His study explores the police’s role in enforcing law and order 
among Arab communities of Palestine, focusing on the daily interaction between the police 
and colonized society not only during the Arab Revolt, as in most previous literature, but 
throughout the Mandate years. He examines British understandings and misunderstandings 
of local Arab society and the way these translated into policies and practices on the 
ground. His pioneering close examination of Arab recruits, a much neglected topic, is 
especially welcome. By tracing the career paths of several policemen who served in the 
Ottoman police, Winder succeeds in establishing certain continuities with the Ottoman 
period, something that has not been done before in the context of the Palestine Police. 
He shows that beyond personnel, the structures and practices of informal justice – based 
on shari‘a and tribal customary law – common under the Ottomans continued well into 
the Mandate, though often in modified forms.

The paucity of research on the Arab policemen is not surprising and corresponds neatly 
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to a more general problem pertinent to the study of the Mandate period. Whereas English 
and Hebrew sources are abundant and readily available, Arabic sources are generally 
limited to the press, memoirs, private family collections, and oral histories. The absence 
of an Arab state in some part of historic Palestine means that there is hardly any archival 
material preserved by a central institution. Ongoing Palestinian statelessness also means 
limited institutional support for local Palestinian researchers. Although serious attempts 
to study Palestinian history and to find new methodologies that overcome the lack of 
official archives have increased significantly since the mid-1990s, these have not thus 
far chosen to investigate the Palestine Police or its Arab policemen.

Toward a Fuller Investigation of the Palestine Police

The study of the Palestine Police has advanced considerably in the last decade or so, 
especially as those working within the colonial policing paradigm and those working 
in the history of Mandate Palestine have increasingly converged. The accumulation of 
literature allows us to begin talking about an emerging field of knowledge, with its own 
particular discourse. Scholars are now engaged with others working in the same field in 
debates on, for example, the validity of the Irish model of policing in the case of Palestine, 
the level of brutality of British forces, the contribution of the police as compared to the 
military to the system of British colonial control, or the police’s contribution to escalating 
communal conflict and the outcome of this conflict. Scholars of the Palestine Police can 
and do engage with historians of colonial policing in general and British colonial policing 
in particular, in addition to those working on various aspects of Mandate Palestine. 

That said, many interesting aspects of the Palestine Police remain underdeveloped 
or ignored. A number of lacunae and potential lines of inquiry present themselves. We 
know very little about the police in Palestine during late Ottoman times.46 The Palestine 
Police inherited much of the late Ottoman police personnel, functions, and methods. It 
was also tasked with enforcing many aspects of Ottoman law that continued into the 
Mandate period – the Ottoman Penal Code, with modifications, remained in effect until 
the promulgation of the 1937 Criminal Code Ordinance. This leads to the conclusion that 
it is essential to learn more about the Ottoman law enforcement apparatus that preceded 
the British police force in the Mandate. Only then will it be possible to assess the level of 
continuity between the two forces and the extent to which the British adopted Ottoman 
methods of policing or introduced new concepts and practices. On the other side of the 
Mandate period, the Palestine Police’s legacy also awaits further scholarly inquiry. Only 
Caspi has examined continuities between the Mandatory force and the Israel Police. And 
although Ilana Feldman has written on policing in Gaza under Egyptian rule, the West 
Bank under Jordanian rule is still terra incognita in this respect.47

As far as Palestine Police per se is concerned, much more inquiry into the non-Britons 
in the force is required. Most urgently, we need more research on the Arab policemen: 
their social makeup, status among their compatriots, relations with the British superiors 
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and Jewish colleagues, attitudes toward the communities they policed and vice versa. We 
would also benefit from studies on policemen’s contribution to the Palestinian national 
cause, as well as the reasons why some kept local nationalism at a distance. At the same 
time, though Jewish policemen have served as the subject of some scholarly inquiries, 
the available literature leaves much to be accomplished. In particular, recent Hebrew-
language investigations of Jewish policemen would be of greater use if they could reach 
a wider English-speaking audience. Whatever their ethnic or national background, it 
would be valuable to learn more about individual servicemen in general. Individual, 
social, or collective biographies of policemen, officers and rank and file alike can help 
disaggregate the abstract notion of “police” into human actors with specific interests, 
motivations, aspirations, and constraints. Bickers has offered an appropriate model for 
this line of research.

Integrative studies, however, are particularly essential for a better understanding of 
the Palestine Police, being that its composition was multiethnic in character. British-
Jewish-Arab relations should be at the heart of such inquiry and race, class, ethnicity, 
and national identity should be important components of analyzing the interaction and 
working relationships of the various groups. The tension between professionalism and 
comradeship, on the one hand, and national or communal allegiance, on the other, might 
prove an interesting theme. At the same time, and in line with the understanding of the 
“relational history,” national identity should not be the exclusive focus of inquiry. Nor 
should the British, Arab, and Jewish components of the police be presented as unified 
and monolithic. By definition, this kind of inquiry requires facility in English, Arabic, 
and Hebrew sources.

Whereas almost all studies on the Palestine Police have treated it as a semimilitary 
force upholding British colonial control, its civil role has hardly been examined. Police 
methods of investigation and crime detection, daily enforcement of law and order, and 
service provision to those in need are all unexplored aspects of policing in Mandate 
Palestine. The police also regulated traffic as cars became commonplace in Palestine 
and dealt with smugglers – a modern phenomenon shaped by the establishment of new 
borders and new legal and economic regimes in the Middle East.48 All these mundane 
functions might be interesting in and of themselves, but they can also shed light on 
more general themes such as state-society relations, the strength of the colonial state, 
the acceptance or enforcement of social norms and values, and questions of modernity, 
science, and technology.

Prisons and imprisonment in Mandate Palestine have also received scant scholarly 
attention. The Palestine Police ran prisons and internment camps in times of crisis, 
and recent scholarship has demonstrated the potential of such research.49 Historians, 
sociologists, and criminologists have explored different aspects of imprisonment from the 
moment of arrest, through daily life in prison and relations between prisoners and staff, 
to the moment of release, the return home, the process of reintegration into society, and 
the lasting effects of imprisonment.50 Historians of colonialism have also examined prison 
as a colonial control tool as well as a breeding ground for anti-colonial movements.51 All 
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these themes are relevant to Mandate Palestine and promise to generate much interest.
The Palestine Police constitutes a promising subject of scholarly investigation, both 

with regard to the broader field of colonial policing and with regard to the social and 
cultural history of Palestine under the British Mandate. It is hoped that the present interest 
in the topic will continue and new studies will enrich our understanding of this unique 
force. Perhaps this article will be a modest contribution to this budding tendency.

Yoav Alon is a professor of Middle Eastern history at Tel Aviv University. He is author, 
most recently, of The Shaykh of Shaykhs: Mithqal al-Fayiz and Tribal Leadership in 
Modern Jordan (Stanford University Press, 2016).
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